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Abstract 
For a Hopf Galois extension, A/B, we construct spectral sequences connecting the 
Hochschild cohomologies and homologies of A and of B. 
0. Introduction 
Let k be any field H a Hopf algebra and A an H-comodule algebra, such that the 
extension A/B is H-Galois and A is a flat left and right B module, where B is the 
subalgebra of coinvariant elements of A. The main aim of this paper is to prove that 
there is a spectral sequence connecting the Hochschild cohomology of A and of B. In 
fact we shall prove (Theorem 3.3) that there exists a spectral sequence: 
E;,q = EP(HJP(B, M)) = EP+q(A, M). 
Definitions and notations are presented in Section 1. In Section 2 we define 
a “natural” H-module structure on H’(B,M), for every A-A bimodule M. On 
H’(B,A), the centralizer of B in A, this structure is identical with the 
Miyashita-Ulbrich action [6]. In the general case we shall obtain the H-operation on 
H’(B, M) using the universality property of cohomological and coeffaceable functors. 
We finish the section by describing the H-structure in the case of commutative 
comodule-algebras. 
In Section 3 we prove the main theorem (3.3) and we present some consequences, in
the special cases of Lie and graded algebras. (The spectral sequences obtained in 
Corollaries 3.4 and 3.5 are the Lyndon, respectively Hochschild-Serre ones.) 
When H is semisimple the spectral sequence degenerates, o in this way we shall 
give a new proof of Maschke’s theorem, (Corollary 3.7). Finally, we shall show that 
if H is semisimple (cosemisimple) and B (respectively A) is separable then so is A 
(respectively B). 
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Following the referee’s suggestion, we shall construct in Section 4 a spectral 
sequence connecting the Hochschild homologies of A and B (Theorem 4.5). 
1. Prerequisites and notations 
All algebras are over some field k. Bimodules M over k algebras A, J3 have identical 
k operations on both sides, so they are left modules over A @ BoP = A Ok PP. 
(Throughout this paper 0 will denote Ok). The algebra A 0 AoP will be denoted A’. 
I. 1. Hochschild cohomology 
Let H”(A,-) be the nth right derived functor of Hom,_,(A,-) in the category of 
A-A bimodules. The k-spaces H’(A, M) are called the Hochschild cohomology groups 
of A “with coefficients in M” and one can prove they are the cohomology groups of 
the complex (C’(A, M), d’), where C’(A, M) = M and C”(A, M) is the set of all linear 
functions f: A @ ’ -+ M, for n > 0. The morphisms d ’ are: 
d’(m)(u) = a.m - m.a 
and for n 2 1, 
i=n 
d” = 1 (-l)idL”, 
i=O 
where 
&Xf)(a~ 0 ... 0 a,) = al f(az 0 ... 0 a,), 
d,Yf)(~~ 0 "'@Un)=f(U,@ '.'OUiUi+10 "'@U,), O<i<n, 
d:(f)(q 0 ... 0 a,) =_/-(a1 @ ... 63 ~,_,).a,. 
We shall denote Ker(d’) = MA. 
1.2. Hopf G&is extensions 
Let H be a Hopf algebra and let A be an H-comodule algebra. So A is a k-algebra 
and an H-comodule, with the structure map Q : A -+ A @ H such that, Q is an algebra 
map, or using the C-notation, we have 
e(ab) = 1 a(o++o) 0 at,,&,. 
Let B be the subalgebra of coinvariants of A: 
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Throughout this paper we assume the extension A/B is H-Galois, i.e. 
j.?: A Be A + A @ H, x OB y ++ x@(y) is bijective. We also assume A isjat as left and 
right B-module. 
For the definition of Hopf Galois extensions and their properties see [6]. 
If A/B is H-Galois then for any h E H there are ri(h), l,(h) E A, i E I, I being a finite 
set such that, for h, k E H, b E B, and a, x E A, one has: 
b (T r:(h) OS l,(h)) = 10 hi (1.2a) 
(1.2b) 
C b,(h) aeli = 1 ri(h) OBli(h)b; 
I I 
T ri(h) OBli(h),,, 0 h(h)(,, = T F ri(hc,,) @Bh(htl)) @ ~CYTLJ; 
11 a(O)‘i(a(l)) @Bh(a(l)) = 1 @Ba; 
i a 
$ rile = e(h); 






where /3’ is the inverse of p (for these relations see [lo]). AllJIA will denote the category 
of A-A bimodules. 
1.3. B-jiinctors 
We recall some well-known facts concerning cohomological and coeffaceable fun- 
ctors. Let C and ‘D be two abelian categories with enough injective objects and let 
T. be a sequence of covariant functors, T, : 6 + CD, which is a b-functor, so, for any 
short exact sequence in (5 
O----+ M’- M- M”- 0 
there are natural “connecting homomorphism” 
6: T,,(M”)- T,, ,(M’) 
(1.3.1) 
and all composites are zero in the sequence 
T,(M’)- T,,(M)- T&V”+ T,+l(M’). (1.3.2) 
If in addition T. = 0 for n < 0 and the sequence (1.3.2) is exact we shall say that T. is 
a cohomological functor. 
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If T. and S. are B-functors, then a map from S. to T. is a family cp. of natural 
transformations (P,,:S, -+ T, such that 
cpn+i(M’)oG = s~cp~(M”) for every 12. 
A cohomological functor T. is called coeffaceable if, for each n > 0, any object M in 
6 can be embedded in an object N such that T,(N) = 0. 
We shall use the following result [2, Theorem 7.5, p. 781: 
Let T. be a cohomological and coeffaceable functor. If S. is any &functor and q0 is 
any natural morphism from T, to So then q. extends uniquely to a map 9 of &functors. 
2. H-module structure on Hochschild cohomology 
Let A/B an H-Galois extension and M an A-A bimodule. We suppose A is flat as 
left and right B-module. In this paragraph we define a structure of right H-module on 
H’ (B, M), which is a generalization of the Miyashita-Ulbrich action [6]. 
From the isomorphism A’ OsC M N A Be M OB A we can prove the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a k-algebra and B a subalgebra of A such that A isflat as left and 
right B-module. Then A’ ispat as left (or right) W-module. 
Let R : A!IJI)InA + $JIrr be the functor of restriction of scalars. 
Lemma 2.2. If A is flat as left and right B-module then the functor 
H’(B,-) 0 R : a!JJ1131, + !lJ& is cohomological and coeflaceable. 
Proof. The functor H ‘(B, -) : B’iJJlB -+ Yolk is cohomological, being equal with 
Ext,_,(B,-). Thus, H’(B,-)o R is also cohomological (R is an exact functor). Let 
M be any left A’-module and let N be an injective A’-module so that M s N. 
The functor R has A’ OB’ (-) as left adjoint, which is exact (Lemma 2.1), so 
R(N) is Be-injective. Then H”(B, N) = ExtiPB(B, N) = 0, hence H’(B,-)o R is 
coeffaceable. 0 
The first part of the next proposition (the case M = A) is studied in [6, 
Theorem 3.41. 
Proposition 2.3. If A is flat as left and right B-module and A/B is H-Galois 
then there exists a “natural” structure of right H-module on H’(B, M) such that 
HomH(k,Ho(B, M)) % H’(A, M). 
Proof. For the first part we show that the proof of [6, Theorem 3.41 works almost 
without changes. Indeed let p : A OB A + A 0 H, x OB y + x@(y) be the canonical 
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isomorphism, and let /?’ be its inverse. Applying the functor Horn,&, h4) we obtain 
two maps, also denoted p and B’. We take o and rr the maps that make the following 
diagram commutative 
(the vertical maps are the isomorphisms coming from the adjoint associativity). 
A simple calculation shows 
4f)(k) = 1 ri(k)f(&(k)), fe Homs(4 M), k E H, 
I 
M(a) = c a(o,f(a(l,)> g E Horn,@, M), a E A. 
(1 
Let f~ Homs_a(A,M), then o(f) E Hom,(H,MB) and for any g E Homk(H,MB) 
z(g) E Horn,-s(A,M), so o and rt induce two maps, also denoted o and 71, and which 
are inverses of each other. For m E MB, cp ,:A-+M, atim.a is a map of B-B 
bimodules, so there is $,,, E Horn&I, MB), x(1,15,) = (P,,,. For any a E A, m E M we have 
c a(o,&l(a(1,) = m. a. 
n 
The right H-module structure is now defined by the relation 
m-h = +,,,(h) = 1 ri(h)mli(h), m E MB, h E H. 
From (1.2b) we deduce rn. (hk) = (m . h) . k, for m E M and h, k E H, hence Ho@, M) is 
a right H-module. Next, we observe that we have 
Homn(k,H’(B, M)) = Horn&k, MB) N {m E MB I m.h = ~(h).m, h E H}, 
the isomorphism beingf -f(l), f~ Hom,(k, MB). Then we have only to show 
{me MBjm.h = I .m, ~EH} =H’(A,M) = MA. 
If m E MA and h E H then 
m. h = 2 ri(h)mZi(h) = 1 ri(h)li(h)m = &(h)m (by 1.2f). 
I I 
Conversely, if m. h = c(h)m, for any h E H then, for any a E A 
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Let M, N be two A-A bimodules and_fE Hom,_,(M, N). Obviously, the induced map 
f”:MA+NA is H-linear (f being A-A linear). Thus the H-module structure is 
“natural”. 0 
Proposition 2.4. For any q 2 0 there exists a right H-module structure on Hq(B, M) 
which for q = 0 is the structure defined in Proposition 2.3. 
Proof. For any h E H let e~(-):H”(B,-)o R +H’(B,-)O R be the natural morphism 
given by the relation: &(M)(m) = m+h,formEH”(B,M)andh~H.SinceH’(B,-)oR 
is cohomological and coeffaceable, there is a unique morphism of 6 functors 
Q!‘-):H*(B,-)oR +H’(B,-)oR, which extends Q:. Using 
e:(-P Qi(-) = e?(-) 
we deduce ~h(-)o~k(-) = et”(-) if h, k E H, so Q”(-) defines a natural H-module 
structure on Hq(B,-)oR. (Any f~ Hom,_,(M, N) induces an H-linear map 
fq :Hq(B, M) + Hq(B, N), Q,“(-) being natural). 0 
The next theorem describes the H-action on Hq(B,-), in the case of commutative 
comodule algebras. For h E H we pick a finite set Z and elements r,(h), Ei(h) as in 1.2. 
Let $,h(M): C”(B, M) + C”(B, M), n 2 0, ME AmA, be the map 
$:(M)(f)@1 8 ... @b,)=Cri(h)f(b, 8 ... @b”)li(h) b,,...,b”~B. 
Since A is commutative we can $ee easily $i(-) 0 d/’ = dlo +,h+ 1 (-), n 2 0,O I i I n, 
thus $!(-) is a morphism of complexes. If D! E HomAmA(M, N), M and N E AIUZA, then 
(a” o ti,h(M))(f)& 0 ... 0 b,) = C r,(h)u(f(br 0 ... 0 b,))Zi(h) 
I 
so tin”(-) is natural. Let I$!(-):H’(B,-)oR +H’(B,-)oR be the induced morphism. 
$!‘-) being natural and from the long exact sequence in cohomology (which is 
natural), $!(-) and 6 commute. Thus $!(-) is a map of b-functors, and obviously 
$r (-) = &(-). As cpo(-) extends uniquely, we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Zf A is commutative then the map tj? (-) = cp!‘(-), so the right H-action on 
WB,M) is Ul. h = $:b’W(Cfl), Cfl EH”(B,W. 
3. Main theorems 
Let M be an A-A bimodule. The k-module Homk(A”, M) is a left Ae-module, 
structure coming from the right A”-module A”. 
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For a, b, x, y E A and for f~ Homk(Ae, M) we have 
(aOb.f)(x~~)=f(xOy.a8b)=f(xa~by). 
Lemma 3.1. Homk(Ae, M)B N Horn&Z 8 A, M) as right H-module. 
Proof. Homk(Ae, M)B = Ho@, Homk(Ae, M)) IS an H-module, by Proposition 2.3. 
Explicitly, 
(f. k)(x 0 Y) = 1 f(xri(h) 0 M)Y). 
The map f&f; f(x OS y) =f(x @ y) gives an isomorphism 
Homk(Ae, M)B N Homk(A OB A, M). 
By this identification Hom,(A B8A,M) becomes an H-module with the operation: 
(f’ k)(x @BY) = xi f(xriV) @Bkth)Y)9 and a is an isomorphism of H-modules. Ap- 
plying Horn&, M) to /I and p’ we obtain the k-isomorphisms ,6? and /7’. We shall 
prove /7’ is H-linear, the H-structure on Hom,(A C-J H, M) being induced from the left 
H-module A @ H. Indeed, for f~ Homk(A @‘B A, M), x E A and h, k E H, 
(fl’(.Dk)(x 0 k) = &7(x @ kk) = (fiB’)(x @ kk) 
=S 
( 










C xri(k) @B ii(k) 
> 
= ((f*k)oB’)(x 69 k) = B’(f+)(x 6 k). 
Now the lemma is proved, since Homk(A 8 H, M) N Horn&Z @ A, M) as right H- 
modules. 0 
Proposition 3.2. Zf M is an injective AC-module then: 
Exti(k, MB) = 0 for any q 2 1. 
Proof. Let i : M + Homk(Ae, M), i(m) (x 63 y) = xmy. Then i is A-A linear and injec- 
tive, M is A’-injective, so there is an AC-module N, such that Homk(A’, M) ?: M @ N, 
as A-A bimodules. Hence 
Homk(Ae, M)B N MB @ NE as right H-modules. 
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Since Ext preserves direct sums it is sufficient to show 
Ext&(k, Homk(Ae, A4)B) = 0. 
Let P’ be an H-projective resolution of k. Extg(k,Hom,(A’,M)B) is the qth coho- 
mology group of the complex 
HomH(P’, Horn,@ 0 A, M)) N Hom,(P’ OH H 0 A, M) 1: Hom,(P’ 0 A, M) 
(from Lemma 3.1 and adjoint associativity). P’ being exact and k being a field 
Homk(P’ @ A,M) is also exact. 17 
Theorem 3.3. Let A/B be an H-Galois extension such that A is flat as left and right 
B-module, and let M be an A-A bimodule. Then there is a spectral sequence 
Ep = HP(H,H4(B, M)) * HP+q(A, M) 
which is natural in M. 
Proof. Let F, F1, F2 be the following three functors: 
F:AYJIn,-,lIJZ, F(-) = H’(A,-) N (-)A, 
F1 :SJJ&-#X, FI(-j = I++#-), 
F2 :,$JI~-+ %I,, F2(-j = Horn,_,(&) N (-)B. 
From Proposition 2.3 F1 0 F2 = F and from Proposition 3.2 F,(M) is F,-acyclic, for 
any injective A’-module M. We apply the Grothendieck spectral sequence 
(RPF,)(RqF,(M)) 3 RP+qF(M), 
where R”F1, R”F,, R”F are the nth right derived functors of F1, F2 and F. From 
definitions: 
RPF,(-) = Exti(k,-) and RPF(-) = HP(A,-). 
If we regard a right H-module as a bimodule via E we have [3, Theorem 2.1, p. 1851 
ExtL(k,-) N HP(H, E(-)). Furthermore, any injective in AmIJzA is Be-injective (the proof 
of Lemma 2.2), so we can obtain RqF2(M) taking 1’ an A’-injective resolution of 
M and computing the cohomology of the complex F,(I’) = HornBe&?,I’). Thus 
RqF,(M) = Hq(B, M), 
and so the theorem is proved. 0 
Let G be a group and let 1 be the identity element of G. We recall that a G-graded 
algebra is a k-algebra A decomposed as a direct sum of k-subspaces A,, g E G, such 
that A,. Ah is included in A9,, whenever g, h E G. If A,. Ah = Agh, for any g, h E G, we 
say A is G-strongly graded. Let kG be the group algebra of G. It is known that A is 
G-graded iff A is a kG-comodule algebra and A is G-strongly graded iff A/A, is 
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a kG-Galois extension, see [9]. It is well-known that A is flat as left and right 
Ai -module (see [ 12, Proposition 1.3.61). 
Corollary 3.4. If A is G-strongly graded and M is any A-A bimodule there exists 
a spectral sequence 
HP(G,Hq(A1,M)) * HP+q(A,M) 
which is natural in M. 
Remark. If G is a group and H a normal subgroup of G, the group algebra of G is 
G/H-strongly graded, the homogeneous component of degree 1 being kH. In this case, 
taking any left kG-module and regarding it as a bimodule with trivial right module 
structure, we obtain the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for cohomology 
of groups. 
Let g be a Lie algebra. The enveloping algebra of g, denoted by g”, is a Hopf algebra, 
and for any ideal h in g the extension 9’15” is (g/h)“-Galois. Moreover g” is faithfully 
flat as right and left module, [lo, p. 1971. 
Corollary 3.5. Let g be a Lie algebra and h an ideal in g. Zf M is any Lie module then 
there exists a spectral sequence 
HP(gIWq(@, M)) = HP+‘(g,M) 
which is natural in M. 
Proof. M is a left g”-module and we regard it as a bimodule with trivial right 
structure (via the augmentation of 9’). Thus H”(g, M) = H”(g”, M) [3, Theorem 5.1, 
p. 2271. q 
We recall that an algebra A is called separable if it is projective as left Ae-module, or 
equivalently, for any bimodule M 
Ext:_,(A, M) = Hq(A, M) = 0, q 2 1. 
Theorem 3.6. Let A/B be an H-Galois extension such that A is flat as left and right 
B-module and let H be a semisimple k algebra. 
If B is a separable k-algebra then A is a separable algebra. 
Proof. (a) Let M be any A-A bimodule. H being semisimple every H module is 
projective, so we deduce Extg(k,H”(B, M)) = 0, for any p 2 1. Therefore, the spectral 
sequence degenerates and we obtain 
Hom,(k, H”(B, M)) N H”(A, M). (3.6.1) 
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If B is a separable algebra then H”(B, M) = 0, for n 2 1. Thus A is a separable algebra, 
as H”(A,M) = 0 for n 2 1. 0 
Corollary 3.7. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) There is x E H such that E(X) = 1 and h. x = e(h)xfor any h E H. 
(b) k is a projective H module. 
(c) H is separable. 
(d) H is semisimple. 
Proof. If x is as in (a) we definef: k + H byf(cr) = ctx, SI E k. Thenfis H-linear and it is 
a right inverse of E, so k is H-projective. If k is H-projective, we can proceed as in the 
proof of the Theorem 3.6 to prove that the spectral sequence is degenerated, hence H is 
separable (see the proof of Theorem 3.6). Any separable algebra is semisimple, since 
k is a field. Finally, if H is semisimple, let I be a left ideal, I 0 Ker(s) = H. We choose 
x E I, E(X) = 1. Thus h-x - e(h)x = 0, as h.x - E(h)x is in I and in Kerfs). c] 
Remark 3.8. (a) The equivalence (a) o (d) is Maschke’s theorem, [ll, Theorem 5.1.8, 
p. 1021. The implication (d) + (c) is a special case of [4, Theorem 1.81 or [S, 
Theorem 41. 
(b) Any semisimple Hopf algebra is finite dimensional, as any separable algebra 
over a field is finite dimensional [7, p. 481. 
Theorem 3.9. Let H be ajinite dimensional cosemisimple Hopf algebra and let A/B be an 
H-Galois extension. If A is a separable algebra, then so is B. 
Proof. H * - the dual Hopf algebra is semisimple, since H is cosemisimple. A being an 
H-comodule algebra it is an H*-module algebra, thus we can construct the “smash 
product” A # H *, defined in [l 1, p. 1533, which as k-module is A 0 H *. The extension 
A# H*/A is H*-Galois, the right H*-comodule structure on the smash product being 
induced from H *. Thus A # H * is separable (Theorem 3.6). We have 
BY EndA,H*(A) [l, Lemma 2.51. 
EndA,H *(A) is the commutator of C = A# H*/anr~~.~ * (A) in End,(A). A# H* is 
semisimple and finite dimensional (k is a field), hence it is a direct product of rings of 
matrices over skew fields, and the center of any such field is a separable xtension of k. 
We deduce that C has the same form, and thus it is separable. The theorem follows 
from [7, p. 571. 0 
4. Hochschild homology of Hopf Galois extensions 
Following the referee’s uggestion we shall study the Hochschild homology of 
a Hopf Galois extension. This appears worthwhile, since it opens the way to the 
determination of the cyclic homology of Hopf Galois extensions. 
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Throughout this section H is a Hopf algebra over the field k. Let A/B be a H-Galois 
extension such that A is flat as left and right B-module. Let M be an A-A bimodule. 
We set H,,(A,M) = Tor:‘(A,M), n 2 0. The k-spaces H.(A, M) are called the 
Hochschild homology groups of A “with coefficients in M”. In particular 
H,(A, M) = M/[M,A], where [M,A] is the space generated by the set 
{[m,a]=a.m-rn~a~a~A,rn~M}. 
Lemma 4.1. Given m E M and ai, bi E A, 1 I i 5 n such that xi ai OBbi = 0 then 
xi bimai belongs to [M, B]. 
Proof. Since A is flat as a right B-module there exist m elements Xj E A, mn elements 
xji E B such that ai = Cj XjcXji and Ci ujibi = 0. Thus 
T bimai = T bimxjaji = T (C ujibi) mxj + C [bimxj, Eji] E [M, B]. q 
j i,j 
If v is any left H-module we shall regard it as a bimodule via E. 
Proposition 4.2. There exists a “natural” structure of a left H-module on H,(B, M) such 
that H,(H,H,(B, M)) Y H,(A, M). 
Proof. Given h E H, let r,(h), &(h) be elements of A, i E I, which verify (1.2). For m E M 
we define 
@h(m) = XM (T li(h)mri(h)), 
where zM is the natural projection of M on H,(B, M) = M/CM, B]. From Lemma 4.1 
$h does not depend on the choice of elements ri(h) and ii(h). We shall show that 
[M, B] s Ker $,,. Using (1.2~) and Lemma 4.1, for b E B, m E M we have 




= ~cM C li(h)mbri(h) 
) 
= Il/,(mb). 
It follows that there exists a k-map (Ph from H,(B,M) to H,(B,M) such that 
(Ph 0 zM = $h. One can easily see that (Ph defines a H-action on H,(B, M). We prove 
now that H,(H,H,(B, M)) ru H,(A, M), where H,(B, M) is regarded as a right H- 
module via a. Let 6’ be the natural k-linear map from H,(B, M) to H,,(A, M). For any 
hEH,mEMwehave 
[nM(m),h] = h.n,(m) - nM(m).h = nM (7 li(h)mrdh)) - 4h)ndm). 
Therefore we get by relation (1.2f) that B([n,&m),h]) = 0. If 8r denotes the natural 
projection of HO(B, M) on H,(H,H,(B, M)) then there exists Qz, a k-linear map from 
H,(H, H,(B, M)) to H,(A, M), such that 0 = e2 0 0i. We shall prove that e2 is invert- 
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ible, that is [M,A] G Ker(0, 0 zM). If m E M, a E A from (1.2e) one has 
Remark 4.3. The H-action on Ho(&) 0 R can be extended to one on H. (B,-) 0 R, 
since this is a homological and effaceable functor. 
Proposition 4.4. Let M be a projective A-A bimodule. Then Torf(k,Ho(B, M)) = 0. 
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 3.2 one can suppose that 
M = A @ V @ A, V being a k-space. A straightforward computation shows that 
H,,(B, M) and H @ A @ V are isomorphic as H-modules. The H-action on 
H @I A @ V is given by the relation 
h.x@a@v= hx@aOv, h,xEH, UEA, VE V. 14.4) 
Now we can continue as in the proof of Proposition 3.2. 0 
Theorem 4.5. Let A/B be an H-Galois extension such that A is projective as left and 
right B-module, and let M be an A-A bimodule. Then there is a spectral sequence 
E,‘,,, = ff,(H,H,(B,M)) * H,+,(A,M) 
which is natural in M. 
Remark 4.6. In the case of graded rings, we obtain the spectral sequence of 
Lorenz [13]. 
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